INTRODUCTION
In general. any closed C U N~ can be described In terms of a set of two (or three for space curves) Fourier series whose coefficients are called elliptic Fourier descriptors (EFDs). The advantages of using EFDs are that the shape Information is concentrated in the low frequency parts [1-5]. hence shape can be described by the first few coefficients. Invariants derived from EFDs have been used for identification 15.61. Algebraic curvedsurfaces have also proven to be very useful for shape representation 17.81. In the past few years. implicit representations have been used more frequently. allowing a better treatment of several problems. One example is the point classification problem. which is easily solved with the implicit representation since it consists of a simple evaluation of the implicit functions. Invariants associated with these models have also been employed in several modelbased vision and pattern recognition applications [9-131. However. there is very little in the literature on higher degree IP models for large or entire free-form shapes because of the lack of tractable computational procedures for obtaining and analyzing such models. The implicit polynomial that defines a curve is not easily determined. Although several different filling algorithms have been proposed thus far for directly determining IP models from point data sets, the computational cost of many of them is quite high because of the nonlinear optimization procedures required to obtain acceptable fits. Lack of stability of parameters has been another weakness. The problem of excessive number of parameters in implicit representations was fin1 studied In 1131.
The 3L fitting algorithm 1141 exhibits significantly improved curve representation accuracy and stability. However. there is significant value to further improvement in coefficient stability to make algebraic curves more generally and robustly applicable for object recognition. Instead of obtaining algebraic curve representations directly from points, it is also possible to convert parametric equations (which may be obtained from boundary points) to implicit ones. Sederberg has extensively studied the problem of converting parametrically defined C U N~S to implicit form using elimination theory. We should note that our method is numerical. so that we can obtain higher order polynomial CUNCS than previously possible through implicitization. Furthermore, our procedure is computationally efficient. The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 reviews implicitization by Sylvester's matrix. In section 3, our approach for implicitization Is described. Section 4 illustrates our procedure using several examples. Section 5 describes two vision-based examples, and some concluding remarks are given in Section 6.
Review of Implicilization by Sylvester's Matrix
Sylvester's matrix elimination method 1171 can be used to implicitize parametric polynomial curves such as x=azt2+a,1+a and y=bzt2+blt+ba. In particular. if we re-write these equations as aztz+a,t+(ao-x)=O and bzt2+blt+(ba-y)=0. the resultant of these two polynomials is then defined by the determinant of Sylvester's matrix, namely 
Our Approach: Implicithation by Matrix Annihilation
Consider an n-harmonic elliptic Fourier descriptor representation of any 2-1) curve, namely'
where (a&.) is the center of the curve. Using (2.1). we can express (3.1) as x ( t ) = A , + i A , e " +B,e-" y(t) = C , + t C , e ' "
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The monomials x'y' for different p and q values can be found similarly. We can therefore write Sylvester's matrix is 8x8, but it takes 7.25 seconds to implicitize.
of PE . which we wiii define as p , then yields an appropriate (non-monic) implicit polynomial function as the product v r = f. (x. y) = 0 . The Matlab routines "qr" and "null" are used to perform the required computations.
Implicitlzation of truncated Fourier descriptors with n harmonics implies an algebraic equation of degree d=2n.
SOME EXAMPLES
In this section. we present the implicitization of several curves. some with strong discontinuities and some self-intersecting. Given an ordered sequence of points on each curve. we first computed the parametric Fourier coefficients of the curve. We then impiicitized the curves both by our matrix annihilation method and Sylvester's elimination method. Both implicitization methods were implemented in Matlab. For Sylvester's elimination method, we used the Symbolic Toolbox of Matlab andlor Maple. Assuming that n harmonic Fourier coefflcients are used to represent the curve. our method involves computing the annihilating vector of H , whereas implicitization by Sylvester's elimination method involves computing the determinant of a 4nx4n symbolic matrix. As the number of harmonics used to represent CUNCS increase. the computation time increases for both methods. However. since Sylvester's elimination method involves symbolic computation. the computation time increases faster than our method, as we will show. Reordering the terms in lexicographic order and dividing by the leading coefficient. we obtain the foliowing monic implicit polynomial curve 4.2. Convert 3 harmonic EFD curve to 6" degree IP curve:
The parametric curve in Figure 2 The 12" degree implicit polynomial' obtained by our annihilation method is shown in Figure 2(b) . The annihilated matrix P defined by our method is 91x90 and it takes 1.21 seconds to implicitize. When the number of harmonics used to represent a curve is greater than 4 (degree of target implicit polynomial greater than 8). we found that implicitization by Sylvester's elimination method is impossible using Matlab.
Extracting Shape Features from IP Models
Once an implicit polynomial that defines the shape of an object has been determined, it can be used for object recognition in a variety of ways. As shown in (12-141, algebraic invariants can be defined and determined directly from implicit polynomial models. These invariants can then be used to compare and identify similar objects. Implicit polynomial representations can also be used to characterize the local geometry of a curve, i.e curvature. The classical approach in curvature computation is to use local curve fitting or structural models for a local neighborhood of the curve, which typically perform poorly in the vicinity of singularities. To avoid this problem, we use the implicit representation obtained by our matrix annihilation method to compute curvature of a curve and determine whether the objects are the same or similar. Consider the carpal bone image depicted in Figure 3 (a).
Using our matrix annihilation algorithm. a IOth degree IP curve is determined that describes the boundary of the first bone and an 8" degree IP curve is determined that describes the boundary of the second bone, which is depicted in Figure 3 (b) and (c) respectively. Similarly. implicit representation of the cell in Figure 4 (a) is shown in Figure 4 (b) . Computing the curvature of carpal bone shapes from their implicit representation together with perpendicular distance computation, we aim to use such information to quantify the degree to which the shape of a particular carpal bone differs from that of an ideal one.
CONCLUSIONS
Implicit polynomial representations are very useful for modeling given point data sets. and numerous papers have been written which illustrate their importance in image understanding and object recognition. A variety of methods have been devised for directly fitting given data sets to implicit polynomial CUNCS and, although such methods are continually being refined and improved. alternative implicitization procedures are equally important and useful. In this report, we have demonstrated a new matrix annihilation method for efficiently convening curves defined by elliptic Fourier descriptors to algebraic ones. As we have explicitly illustrated. our matrix annihilation method works very well and efficiently in many higher order cases where symbolic-based methods fail. We are currently working on extending our matrix annihilation method to implicitize both 2D curves and 3D surfaces that are defined by a variety of parametric representations. We also are investigating the use of these implicit models in a variety of computer vision applications. The two simple examples in Section 5 were given to illustrate the potential utility of our method, and spatial limitations prevent us from presenting additional computer vision applications here.
